
Edgings and Inserts (2 days - $65)

 

This will be a fun and enjoyable class where you will learn many different techniques to make 
your quilts stand out in a crowd.  Give your quilts that added touch, added texture, and added 
interest that sets your quilts apart from the others.  You can make a small quilt like the class 
sample, or just make small fabric “pages” for a reference notebook.  In this class you will learn 
corded binding, beaded piping (plus variations), single and double piping, rouleau loops, prairie 
points, diamond prairie points, prairie flowers, scalloped flange insert, knife edge, bound edge, 
and faced edge, and more.

 

SUPPLY LIST for Edgings and Inserts 

 

1/2 yard background fabric

1 yard of your favorite ombré OR 1/3 yard of 3 fabrics that contrast nicely with each other.

Cotton threads to match fabrics

One spool POLYESTER thread and bobbin wound with the SAME polyester thread!  Any color.

Fabric marking pen (water soluble or air dry)

Piping trimming tool (GRANDE Groovin’ Piping Trimming tool by Susan Cleveland works best)

Rotary cutting rulers, medium (about 6” x 13”) and large (about 6” x 24”)

Rotary cutter with a new blade

A very small ruler 2” x 6” or 1” x 6”  (Just for measuring, not cutting.)

Contrasting seed beads, and a needle that will pass through the bead holes

A few larger end cap beads.  See class sample for example

Glue stick (I use Elmer’s Disappearing School Glue stick, but any fabric glue stick will work.)

Sewing machine - and don’t forget the power cord, foot pedal and manual 

Zipper foot as well as a regular sewing foot

Stiletto

Pins

Hand sewing needle for the above cotton threads

Small scissors for snipping threads

Larger fabric scissors for trimming corded binding

Inexpensive spiral paper notebook.  This is a tool as well as for notes.  Can be an old one! 

Pencil

Finger cots or disposable tight surgical gloves.  I use the blue ones from the doctor’s office.

Optional - Presser Bars (if you have them)

Optional - Mini buttons (can be added at a later time)

 

I will be bringing the fused strung pearls, yarn and string necessary for the techniques that 
require them.  I will also bring a couple of older piping trimming tools, but it is a tool you will 
need to have at home in order to continue making pipings and especially beaded pipings.  I 
strongly suggest you buy Susan Cleveland’s Groovin’ Piping Trimming Tool GRANDE, which 
you will be able to find at The Quilt Gallery.  If you are using an ombre fabric, you may want to 
bring about four different cotton threads, matching each major color of gradation.

 

Please do not hesitate to call or email me if you have any questions! 

Dawn Siden   250-5365    quiltdesignsbydawn@yahoo.com
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